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Course Format:  
One Section Per Page 

Moodle is famous for its "Death Scroll" — 
content that seems to go on forever as 
you move down the page. The example 
at right gives you an idea of how far a 
student would have to scroll to find 
materials for week 10 in this class. 

Fortunately, it is possible to reduce 
scrolling without seriously revamping 
your course. 

Begin by clicking on the course Admin 
gear in the upper right corner of your 
course main page, then choose Edit 
settings. 

In the Course format option area, use the 
Course layout pull-down menu to select  
Show one section per page . 

Scroll down and Save changes. 

(If you had editing turned on when you 
changed this setting, don't panic if your 
course doesn't look any different! See note at end.) 
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In the course display view (when editing is turned off), the example course looks like this: 
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And this is what a section looks like when you open it…. 

 

Helpful Things to Know 

 When editing is turned on in your course, all sections will still be displayed! That doesn't mean that your 
new setting doesn't work—turn editing off or switch to Student role to see what it looks like to students. 
Clicking on a section title will display one section in edit view. 

 Text and images that are entered in the section summary area will appear on the course main page, so 
you'll want to be sure to limit the material you include in the summary. Copy any leftover content into a 
"label" resource to get the greatest bang for your scroll-reducing buck. 


